800 Grade Lining Paper Hanging Instructions
Preparation
The ideal surface for application of wallcoverings is one that is 'slightly absorbent' and not glossy. This
allows the adhesive to form a good bond with the surface
Remove any loose or flaking paint, clean walls and allow to dry. We recommend that ALL surfaces
are lightly sanded and ‘Sized’ with a PVA or Flake Adhesive. New plaster should also be ‘Sized’.
Lining Paper has two surfaces finishes. We recommend the outer surface of the roll offers an
improved finish for paint or decorating wallpaper. Please ensure that all lengths are pasted on the
same side.
Application
1. Mark a straight line on the wall using a plumbline or similar (please note that lining paper
should ideally be applied at 90º to the final wallcovering if it is to be used as a base for
decorative wallpaper).
2. Measure and cut lengths allowing extra for trimming at either end. Apply the adhesive evenly
ensuring the edges are covered.
3. Fold lengths but Do Not crease and leave each length to soak for the same period of time
until pliable; usually 7-10 minutes.
4. Apply the first length to the guideline, smooth down with a brush or wallpaper smoother.
Remove any adhesive from the face of the paper using a sponge and clean water. Do not
overlap; use butt joints for all subsequent lengths.
5. Cut off any excess paper at the ceiling, floors and corners using our Ofla heavy duty snap
knife. Alternatively carefully mark the paper surface using a pencil and trim with scissors.
6. Allow 24 hours for drying; longer if conditions are especially humid or cold. We also
recommend that Lining Paper is allowed to dry naturally and therefore that the heating is
turned off whilst the paper dries out. However; if temperatures are likely to drop below
10˚c/50˚F it is advisable that low level heating is used to ensure the adhesive can cure
effectively.
7. Before painting or overhanging with paper, it may be necessary to fill and sand any small
gaps using flexible non shrinking filler.
8. Once dry, apply the final wallcovering or paint with a good quality emulsion paint, why not
take a look at our fantastic range of Eco Paints.
Adhesive
For perfect results we recommend you use a good quality ready mixed adhesive such as 'Easy
Paste', or any good quality ‘All Purpose’ wallpaper paste. If in doubt test hang a piece or consult your
supplier.
Important Notice
Every effort is made to ensure each roll is in perfect condition, but faults can occur from time to time.
Before hanging check that each roll is undamaged, we recommend that after hanging no more than 2
lengths that the result is inspected before continuing. We cannot accept claims for consequential loss
in respect of visible defects apparent prior/after hanging.
Should a fault occur we will require all roll labels and original receipt, please contact us as soon as
possible either by email or telephone our contact number is 0161 724 9085.

